
Santa Maddalena di Canossa 

Santa Maddalena di Canossa is a modern parish church in the center of  the suburb of  Ottavia. 
The patron saint, Magdalene of  Canossa, was the foundress of  the Sons and Daughters of  Charity 
of  Verona, and died in 1835. The Sons of  Charity (Figli della Carità or Canossiani) administer the 
parish.  

The parish was erected in 1988, and entrusted to the Sons of  Charity (Figli della Carità or 
Canossiani).  The permanent church was completed in 1997, the architect being Giovanni Ambrosi 
de Magistris 

Exterior 

The church is based on a square plan with the major axis on a diagonal. It stands on a crypt which is 
the ferial chapel, and has the convent and parish offices attached to its far side.  

The edifice has low exterior walls in pink brick, infilling a reinforced concrete frame. The roof  
dominates the structure.  

This roof  is like a squat three-storey step-pyramid or pagoda, with the three storeys of  diminishing 
area and each having four single pitches in what looks like anodised metal. In between each roof  
storey is a thin lunette strip of  stained glass window on each side, under a slightly curved dark grey 
concrete beam occupying the length of  that side. Four enormous white concrete beams run up the 
roof  corners, leaving gaps under them where the storeys form steps. At the top is an octagonal 
lantern with a large rectangular window on every other face and vertical extensions of  the beams 
occupying the faces in between. On top is a fountain-shaped finial with a ball and cross, and spiked 
balls also occupy the vertical beam ends. 

The church is in a residential neighborhood and shares a parking lot with a multiplex cinema. 

Campanile  
At the altar end of  the church, the pitched first storey of  the roof  stop short and have ancillary 
walls filling the gap on the left hand side but not on the right. At the angle there is a tall campanile, 
which is an octagonal pink brick tower having four concrete piers running up alternate faces to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magdalene_of_Canossa
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support the octagonal cap. The bell storey is left open. Interestingly, the cap is not rotationally 
symmetric but bilaterally so on the major axis. There is a plinth supporting a spiked ball on the outer 
side of  the cap, and the roof  has pitches which run from the other seven faces. This is a clever piece 
of  design.  

Façade  
The entrance is in a screen wall shaped like a segment of  a cylinder with the curve facing outwards, 
and the top cut in a parabolic curve. This wall is in rough-cut limestone blocks, with thin horizontal 
red brick stripes. The semi-circular entrance canopy is inserted within the cylindrical curve, and is 
supported by a single square pier.  

In front of  the entrance is a limestone pavement inlaid with a geometric pattern made up of  
triangles in dark red lines. This pavement is circular, fitting into the arc of  the screen wall.  

Interior  

The interior is one large space, dominated by the roof. This shows its concrete framework, 
consisting of  a central cylindrical skylight supported by four beams on the diagonals of  the church's 
square plan. The side walls are topped by a square frame of  beams, and two other nested sets of  
such beams divide the storeys of  the roof. These two sets have low lunettes over them, with stained 
glass in an abstract pattern.  

In between the beams, the roof  surfaces are panelled with wooden planks held by joists which are 
radial to the central ring of  the bottom of  the lantern cylinder.  

The lower pair of  lunettes in the far diagonal walls only extend along half  the length of  these walls. 
The far half  of  each wall is occupied by a monumental brick screen with the bricks laid to give a 
ladder-rung pattern. These two screen walls give a backing to the sanctuary, and have a large 
rectangular stained glass window in between them.  

In front of  the window hangs a large crucifix, and the wall surfaces on either side of  this have two 
mosaics of  Our Lady and St Magdalene of  Canossa.  

The crypt has a ceiling in reinforced concrete with facades and massive columns of  rustic order, in 
brick. 

Liturgy  
According to the parish website (May 2019), Mass is celebrated:  
 Weekdays 8:30, 18:30;  
 Sundays and Solemnities 8:30, 10:00, 11:30, 18:30.  
 Vespers is at 18:00 on Sundays and Solemnities.  
 Rosary is recited on weekdays at 18:00.  

Location: 
Address: Via della Lucchina, 82 (zona Ottavia) 
 Coord:  41° 57' 33"N  12° 24' 1"E  

Info: 
Tel. 06-30.81.90.60 
Fax. 06-30.81.90.60 
Email. SantaMaddalenadiCanossa@VicariatusUrbis.or 

Links: 

Roman Churches Wiki 

AmoRoma blog 

Beweb web-page 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=18/41.95901/12.40060
http://romanchurches.wikia.com/wiki/Santa_Maddalena_di_Canossa
http://larry-amoroma.blogspot.com/search?q=Santa+Maddalena+di+Canossa+
https://www.beweb.chiesacattolica.it/percorsi/percorso/999/Le+Chiese+moderne+di+Roma/chiesadiroma/11128/Santa+Maddalena+di+Canossa


Parish web site 

Info Rome web site 

http://www.gcatholic.org/churches/rome/317.htm 

English Wikipedia page 
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